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mushroom institutions and of decaying medical corporations
it would be. better to wait for a process of evolution and the
development of such general interest in the subject that a
Midwives Bill might become a Government measure and be
made strong and effective in its provisions.-I am, etc.,
Manchester, June 4th. W. J. SINCLAIR, M.D.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

SiR,-May I have space -for a word of protest, so that 1 may
clear myself, as a member of the Association, of all com-
plicity in one proposal of the new Articles of Association? I
allude to the voting power of representatives under By-
law iS.
To illustrate its working and my objections to it, I will

suppose that. in a Division of 50 members, a meeting is
called to vote upon a given question; that 27 attend, of
whom eventually 13 vote pro and I2 con., while 2 are neutral.
The facts here-tlje plain unvarnished truth, and all of it,
without fake or figment-are that in that Division IJ mem-
bers (being a majority not even of the meeting, much less of
the Division, but only of the actual voters) have gone for the
proposal; tlhat, regarding the other 37, we learn from the
meeting only that 12 of -them are opposed to it; while
the remaining 23, present or absent, have reduced them-
selves (for our purpose) to ciphers by sinking their votes.
In this view of the situation I contend that the repre-

sentative lhas here no right, though the by-law may
give hlim the unrighteous power, to record more than
13 votes, and that to propose, as does this Article, that
lie sliall record 50 votes is to ordain that he shall,
for the ends of truth and justice, register a lie, and
shall turn the whole voting business into a prodigious
Gilbertian farce. That it is indeed a lie is proved by the fact
that 12 of the 50 did actually vote the other way, and the
farce is in the suggestion to count the 23 absentees, of whose
views nothing is known, as being to a man of the mind of the
majority of the meeting and in the blind, unreasoning exclu-
sion of the easy possibility that, had the 23 attended and
voted, that Divisional representative might have had a man-
date just the other way. Let me say that I have been in keen
sympathy with this endeavour to revise and democratize our
Associatioii and am favourably inclined on the whole to the rest
of the new schleme; but, ratherthan the Association should stul-
tify itself before the world by such a ridiculous barlesque of the
most important and fundamental business of its whole ad-
ministration, whlose one aim is purely ethical-to weigh truly
and fairly the mind and will of members, so far as these shall
take the trouble to have any and to make them known, for the
others do not count-rather than this I hope the whole scheme
will be rejected and referred back to the Committee.-
I am, etc.,

G;oxhill, Lincs., June2nd. THOMAS M. WATT.

THE RECONSTITUTION REPORT.
SIR,-I am very glad that Mr. Garrett Horder has called

attention to the " procedure " adopted by the " authorities "
with regard to the "report." If accepted the whole constitu-
tion of the Asociation is revolutionised, and all of us who
Itave taken a real part in attempting to reform the AsRocia-
tion know perfectly well that progress will be so checked that
we shall be put back at least a quarter of a century. We have
butone course, namely, to reject the report, and I wish to say
to your readers that a meeting will be held the night before
the statutory meeting at a convenient place in London, and
it is to be hoped all members who do not wish for the dis-
ruption of the Brilish Medical Association will make it their
duty to attend and give advice as to how best we can check
the passing of tlle report.

Don't let us be misled by the cry, "You must have this or
-reform is hopeless." There are far simpler methods of
Itltering the way of the Association than these drastic pro-
posals-far safer, and far less costly. I will simply call at-
lention to one proposal-raising the subscription to 255.-48.
of which is to go to the Branches to be frittered away, I
suppose, in useless district meetings-tlhe Association as such
is simply in statu quo as to income.-I am, etc.,
Old Trafford, Jine 3rd. JAS. BRA-SEY BT.IMIRLEY.

PENAL DISFRANCHISEMENTS OF THE MEDICAL
PROFESSION IN 1RELAND.

SIR,-The Irish Local Government Board has just issued
an order excluding the bulk of the medical profession in Ire-
land from all share in county government. Considering that
these councils have now to do with grave educational matters
and that the clergy of all denominations have already been
excluded. the effect will prove most serious to the country at
large. If it be the fact, which is very doubtful however, that
they have the law on their side, every effort should be made
to amend the law so as to remove this penal disfranchise-
ment from the medical profession and this serious loss from
the public.
The Poor-law medical officers against whom this order is

directed number a moiety of the entire profession in Ireland.
They are neither paid, appointed, nor dismissed by the county
council, and they absolutely discharge no duty for them what-
ever. The county councils simply collect and disburse the
funds which find their way into the pockets of the doctors.
and it is simplv inconceivable that the doctors should be held
to be their officers in any sense of the word. When this
Local Government Act first came into force the Central
Board issued an order declaring Poor-law medical officers
ineligible for county councillorships. Now they adopt
the convorse rule, and declare county councillors
to be ineligible to be or continue to be Poor-law medical
officers. This looks as if the Central Board werp not sure of
their ground; but, sure or not, the amending Bill, of which
the Government )-as given notice, will afford an opportunity
for removing this disability from the profession. I call on the
British Medical Association to take this matter in hand.
That body has got a Parliamentary Bills Committee; I trust
that body will do its dutv in this matter; and I hope, too,
that the various medical M.P.'s will prove true to their
profession.
Some time ago a singular clause was slipped into an Irish

Act under which Poor-law medical officers should obey any
order that the Central Board might issue, and it is possible
that it is under this singular order, and not under the rest of
the Local Government Act, that the Central Board is moving.
Very curious that none of our associations so much as even
noticed this clause w.hen it was being slipped through. Irish
dispensary doctors and all medical sanitary officers are
secured fixity of tenure by the Medical Charities Act and Aet
oF I878, and are consequently not dismissable save for suffi-
cient grounds. The Local Government Order of May 3rd,
I900, makes these officers dismissable on the joint motion of
a central and local Board; but the legality of that rule can,
at most, only apply to subsequent appointments.-I am, etc.,
Cashel, May 26th. THOMAS LAFFAN.

A NATIONAL HOSPITAL FUND.
SIR,-I notice in the press that efforts are being made to

obtain contributions from provincial centres to the King's
London Hospital Fund in honour of the Coronation. May I
point out that inasmuch as our Sovereign is not King of
London only, and the provincial hospitals are quite as much
in need of funds as the London hospitals, it would be preferr
able to collect for a National Hospital Fund rather than a
purely metropolitan one ?-I am, etc.,
Manchester, May 3oth. G. A. WRIGHT.

AGE INCIDENCE OF SMALL-POX.
SIR,-In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL for April 26th,

P. 10I2, Dr. Acland's address on Vaccination and Common-
sense there printed refers to a diagram on the following page
as showing that " the number of deaths in every ico children
under io years of age increased in direct proportion to the
neglect of infant vaccination" in the sixepidemics. This is a
misreading of the diagram, not unnatural, considering the
manner in which the diagram is constructed. This misread-
ing perpetuates a mistake into which the Royal Commission
on Vaccination fell, and though it is pleasant to err in good
company, I assume that the. majority of the medical profession
are not desirous to maintain what is called the age-incidence
argument by fallacious readings of figures.
What the diagram really does show is that the proportion

of children's dcaths to total deaths inereases progressively in
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the towns arranged in what is said to be the ascending order
of their neglect of vaccination. This is quite a different
thing from saying that the number of deaths in every ioo
clildren increased in similar proportions, as yoa will see if
you will be so good as to allow me to arrange the two sets of
figures side by side:

Proportion of Children's Deaths in Every ._o
Deaths to Total Deaths. Children Attacked.

Warrington 22.38 21.53
Sheffield ... 25.60 22.03
London ... ... 36.82 18.71
Dewsbury ... ... 51.82 26.02

Gloucester ... 64.52 39.66

Leicester 71-43* 13.76

*66.60 omitting cases complicated by scarlet fever.
The contrast between these two columns of figures is easy

to explain. In comparing children's deaths with the total
deaths in different towns you are comparing conditions in
which there are two varying factors in every instance-the
children's deaths and the adults' deaths. Vital statisticians
are agreed that this is not permissible. I quote Dr. News-
holme's paragraph headed "Fallacies arising from stating
deaths in proportion to total deaths ":
" They present themselves under two heads. The deaths at

one age are stated in proportion to the total deaths at all ages;
or the deaths from one cause are stated in proportion to the
total deaths from all causes. In both cases the same fallacy
is involved. A relationship is attempted to be established
between two factors, both of which are variable in value. An
alteration in the total deaths on one hand, or in the deaths at
one group of ages or from one cause on the other hand, might
equally affect the proportion between the two, though the
conclusions to be drawn in the two cases would by no means
be necessarily identical."'
The Royal Commissioners did not make quite the same

mistake as Dr. Acland. Their table, from which the diagram
has been constructed, only represents itself to be a table of
"proportions of children's deaths to total deaths," which it
is; but they did draw the wrong conclusions, as Dr. News-
holme shows they were liable to do. They drew the conclu-
sion that the variations were to be accounted for by the pro-
tection of the children in the better-vaccinated towns. They
did not compare the proportions with the actual figures in
their possession, otherwise they would have observed that in
Leicester, with a population three times as great as Warring-
ton, the number of children's cases was not twice as many as
the children's cases in Warrington; and that the deaths of
children in Leicester were less than 14 per I00, as compared
with over 2I per ioo in Warrington. An even more striking
difference in the adult fatality brought the numbers of adult
deaths and infant deaths near enough to each other to make
the city in which the infant fatality was lowest show the
highest " proportion of children's deaths to total deaths."

I am aware that in spite of this demonstration as to what I
consider the misleading tendency of the table and diagram
some think the argument from proportions as stated by the
Commissioners still to hold good; and the Jenner Society
loves to give a very biack appearance in the diagram to
Leicester where there were only 2i deaths altogether. There
can be no question, however, that Dr. Acland's deduction is
erroneous. To the perpetuation of such errors the circula-
tion of this very doubtful controversial diagram tends.-I am,
etc.,
Chester Terrace, N.W., May 29th. ALEX. PAUL.

THE DIAZO-REACTION.
SIR,-The paper by Dr. H. W. Syers in the BRITISH MF.DICAL

JOURNAL for May 24th on The D)iazo-Reaction as a Method of
Diagnosis in Clinical Medicine raises the hope that further
experience maybe forthcoming as to the value of a test whose
reputation is at present somewhat dubious.
My own acquaintance with it is much more limited than

that possessed by Dr. Syers. I have used it now foi, some
years, but chiefly in cases which have come presenting few or
no symptoms beyond pyrexia, and as a rule with a history. of
illness dating back only a very few days. In such cases the
test has seemedtome to have considerable value. A negative
result, of course, leaves the question of diagnosis unanawered;
but a positive result, while in no way definitely solving the
problem, gives me at least a presumption in favour of typhoid
lever.

I can recall not more than three such cases in which the
illness turned out to be something else; and one of these I
am inclined to think was really typhoid fever, though the
blood examiined at the,beginning of convalescence did not
give the Widal reaction.
In these early cases to which I am alluding the reaction.has

often been only slightly marked at first, and has gradually
become more intense during the next few days. By this time
the diagnosis is assured, so that I have usually ceased to
employ the test further; in the few cases where I have used
it in convalescence the result bas always been negative.
Dr. Syers very rightly lays stress on the need for attention

to symptoms and physical signs. But in the first week of
typhoid fever these are not apt to be prodigal of their die-
closures, and any method of observation which affords a
further clue at such a time must be welcome. The' evidence
of a positive diazo-reaction is'certainly not in itself convinc-
ing: but I think that, at any rate, it makes an additional
unit in the sum of probabilities on which a diagnosis has
often to be based.-I am, etc.,
Wolverhampton, May 24th. R. W. CAMERON.

THE ENCYCOLOP',EDIA BRITANNICA.
SIR,--With reference to yonr comment on the article-on

cancer in the LncyclQp&,dia Britannica, may I point out in
justice to the editors tnat the scheme includes an article by
eminent authorities on Pathology, which will appear in due
course? I purposely abstained from entering into the highly
technical details of the pathology of cancer because I felt that
it would be better dealt with in that article as a purely
technical subject by some one far more competent than my-
self. My contribution was intended for the general reader,
and aimed at supplying such information as he would
naturally look for, without encroaching on the more special-
ized provinces of other writers.-I am, etc.,
Savile Club, Piccadilly, W., A. SHADWELL.

June 3rd.

OBITUARYI
GEOPR.GE FOWLER BODINGTON, M.D DURHE.

M.D.GIESSEN, M.R.C.P.LOND., F.R.C.S.E-N.
WE greatly regret to have to record the aeath, in his
73rd year, of Dr. George Fowler Bodington, which occurred
recently in Paris, where he had made his home since his
retirement.
The eldest son of Mr. George Bodington, sturgeon, of Sutton

Coldfield, of whose work as a pioneer in the outdoor treat-
ment of tuberculosis Sir Walter Foster has recently reminded
us, George Fowler Bodington was educated for the medical
profession at Queen's College, Birmingham.
After taking the membership of tlhe Royal College of Sur-

geons, and holding the post of House-Surgeon at Queen's
Hfospital, Birmingham, he visited as a ship's surgeon Natal
and India. He spent some time practising his profession in
the back settlements of Pietermaritzburg, wlhere his fees were
paid him in elephants' tusks, of which lie brought away some
hundreds of pounds' worth as the fruits of about eight
months' work. At that time the elephant still roamed tlhe
forests of Natal; life there suited Bodington's hardy frame and
adventurous disposition, and perhaps he may lhave sometimes
regretted that he did not stay where he would have been
certain to have made his mark. However, be returned to
England, married, and settled in practice at Kenilworth in
partnership with Lhe late William Bodington, F.R.C.S., his
uncle. In i866 he moved to Middlesbrough-on-Tees and to
Saltburn, where he remained until called to tal; e the manage-
ment of a prosperous private asylum estal lished by his
father at S!utton Coldfield, near Birmingham. Brought into
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